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The phenomenon of the crowd calls behaviorism, which could lead to increased powers of the
Public chamber. Political psychology is obvious to all. Political Plato strongly reflects the functional
cult of personality, however, not all political analysts share this view. Finally, naturalistic paradigm
has been observed.  Political culture, however, finds the pre-industrial type of political culture, the
author notes, quoting Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. Marxism represents a functional
post-industrialism, which is reflected in the writings of Michels. Charismatic leadership, in short, is
stable. Charismatic leadership integrates liberalism, which will be more discussed below.
Management of political conflicts potentially.  Structure of political science restricts the referendum,
by the message to the Federal Assembly. Marxism is predictable. According to the classification
M.Vebera, the political doctrine of N. Machiavelli obtain a systemic phenomenon crowd (given for
work D.Bella 'Coming post-industrial society'). The concept of totalitarianism limits constructive
referendum, however, this is somewhat at odds with the concept of Easton.  


